
Trainer’s training is about learning how to master the art and science of 
training excellence. The philosophy of running this Trainer’s Training 
Program is to make you a Certified Trainer of Neuro-Linguistic 
Programming (NLP) not because of a certificate that qualifies you, but 
because you are holding such high level of excellence to make you 
become a self-made Certified Trainer. It is a process of empowerment 
to transform a good NLP trainer to become an excellent one. If you want 
to be able to own the room to achieve great results in sales, negotiation, 
training or any other group environment, this training will inspire and 
engage you, encourage and challenge you, support and evolve you! 

This NLP Trainer’s Training is delivered and facilitated by ABNLP 
Certified Master Trainer of NLP, Dr. Harry Wong (better known as 
Dr. Happy by his graduates and clients). He is among a very small elite 
group of Master Trainers being trained and certified personally by 
Drs. Tad and Adriana James, and most proudly, is their 1st in Asia. 
Upon successful completion, you will become a ABNLP Certified Train-
er of NLP who is fully capable in designing, organizing, facilitating, 
delivering literally any training in business and sales, coaching, educa-
tion and personal development using specific areas of NLP. 
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More about NLP and the certification board: http://www.abh-abnlp.com/

NLP Trainer’s Training,
Evaluation & Certification Training Program 
By the American Board of NLP (ABNLP)
One and ONLY in Greater China



This training gives the knowledge and tools you need to be a polished presenter. In many studies, one of 
the most common fears is the fear of doing presentations and public speeches, believe it or not, in the 
US, it is even worse than dying!! Our training is thus decided to gently guide you to create the level of 
confidence and capability in doing presentation through a supportive, ecological and enjoyable process, 
and eventually, you will know how to turn that fear and anxiety into excitement, energy, comfort and confi-
dence that contribute to your success personally and professionally!

The program is for ones who have the desire to ultimately become ABNLP Certified Master Trainer of NLP 
as they are eligible to enroll into the Master Trainer Program upon completion of this program.  This 
program is co-run with Drs. Tad and Adriana James and is exclusively available only to graduates of this 
TT program at KORNERSTONE and with Dr. Harry.

As a matter of fact, brilliant Certified Trainers of NLP were mostly created, not born. In this NLP Trainer’s 
Training, you will learn exactly what there are to create a powerful presenter and masterful trainer that 
help transforming your audience’s thoughts and behaviors for success and happiness both professionally 
and personally. In addition, the process aims for you to present different NLP concepts and tools and to 
integrate what you already know about NLP so that you can learn to make on-the-spot decisions, ability 
to act instantly to choose the next best strategy for success as a seasoned presenter and an excellent 
trainer.

Why should I attend NLP Trainer’s Training?

Learn to be 100% comfortable & confident as a presenter 

Be a powerful and masterful Certified Trainer of NLP

Create your own business and expand your career options as a Certified Trainer of NLP

Become an Approved Institute and teach ABNLP approved NLP trainings at the Practitioner and 
Master Practitioner levels
Have the permission to use Drs. Tad and Adriana James training materials (including training manuals, 
PowerPoint slides, logistics manuals) in your own self-made Practitioner and Master Practitioner 
trainings
Access to DVD and Audio CD collections of complete trainings to assist you in reviewing and preparing 
for your own trainings
Eligible to apply for other highly regarded accreditations and program authorizations to empower you 
with more offerings to your students 
Receive ongoing support via email or phone to encourage your continuous growth
Advance your professional development to become a member of an extremely small elite NLP group 
as a Certified Master Trainer of NLP
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Once you get certified, it is not the end but a new beginning to open up your business, career, professional 
and personal options, you may: 



Here are just some of the platform and process skills that you will learn:

What will I learn at NLP Trainer’s Training?

Know how people learn most effectively both consciously and unconsciously 
Work with sponsors and ask the right questions to identify training needs
Design, sequence and document effective training solutions to suit different learners’ needs
Work with different group dynamics (e.g. size, gender, age, cultural differences)
Deal with challenges and finding solutions when working with difficult groups or audiences
Find, utilize and control energy in the room
Identify unconscious leaders, establish and gain group rapport
Develop and sustain your training state
Create long lasting stage anchors
Develop contents using a flawless format for effective presentations and trainings every time
Maximize NLP language patterns in making presentations and trainings
Develop and utilize multiple embedded metaphors
Utilize your physiology and non-verbal communication at best to empower your teaching
Learn important tips and strategies to do demonstrations as an integral part of your teaching
Pre-teach future subjects so learners can absorb and remember more effectively and long-lastingly
Work with your vocal flexibility for persuasion and high impact
Let go of frights, nervousness and anxiety on stage and in training when facing challenging situations, 
objections from individuals and groups
Give and receive high impact feedback
Design the most appropriate training environment
Know the logistics needed to organize effective training events
Develop business plans, mission statement, sales and marketing, advertising for your training business
Build a successful training business via positioning and leveraging
Trade secrets for proposing, selling and preparing for your very next NLP training solutions for business 
and non-profit organizations and certification programs for business and personal contexts 
immediately after your graduation
and many more…
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“Our NLP Master Trainer Certificate is not offered lightly…Harry’s 
success is not because he is a Master Trainer but he has 
experienced a great personal growth in the process of becoming 
one!” addressed Dr. Adriana James, for Harry’s graduation from 
the 5-year Master Trainer Development Program in NLP. 

Harry has been in the training profession for more than a decade 
both as an in-house training expert and externally as a training 
architect and director. He is stage trained by nationally 
well-known stage performers and trainers Jim Chim (詹瑞文) and 
Olivia Yan (甄詠蓓) as well as world-class French professor and 
master of theatre, Phillippe Gualier. Harry has a genuine 
international exposure by studying and working overseas for over 
13 years, learning with him does not only bring you a local favor 
but more importantly, sufficient international exposure to broaden 
your worldview and to empower you with what it takes to be a trainer who is capable to present and train 
people with different cultural background with poise and full confidence. Last but not least, being a small 
elite group of ABNLP Master Trainers, being  personally trained and certified by Drs. Tad and Adriana 
James, Harry is now making the world-class training available to you locally! You are assured that this 
training carries the highest and most vigorous standards of ANY certifying body around the world.
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ABNLP Certified, authentically and internationally recognized

ABNLP is one of largest NLP training organizations in the world, which has been training, approving and 
certifying NLP.

ABNLP trainer certification has absolute international transferability
Get a professional and well-recognized trainer designation that increases  your positioning and 
leveraging in the training field of leadership and empowerment
Get a great head start in a hugely viable and lucrative field that is recession resistant!
Master your platform skills so you are 100% comfortable and confidence in standing up and 
speaking in front of literally any group

Optimal duration of training

At this level of NLP, you need a thorough training that enables you to integrate skills and gains confidence 
that last. That means the training needs to give you sufficient time and room to prepare and make 
presentations and receive immediate and quality feedback. You will also need time to experience and 
model great trainer in action, as well as time to master the concepts and skills covered in the training. 
Proven success of “Bullet-Proof Training Process” developed and run by Drs. Tad and Adriana since 1985 
tells that any NLP Trainer’s Training Program falling short in duration is ineffective. Harry designs his NLP 
Trainer’s Training by modeling the excellence of “Bullet-Proof Training Process”, based upon which he has 
come up with the optimal duration of training of 165 hours to make an excellent NLP trainer.

Model and learn from the best – Dr. Harry Wong

Why should I attend KORNERSTONE Trainer’s Training?



Training highlights:

Sharing of graduates:
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The one and only Trainer’s Training approved by The American Board of 
NLP in Greater China
The program is for ones who have the desire to ultimately become 
ABNLP Certified Master Trainer of NLP as they are eligible to enrol into 
the Master Trainer Program upon completion of this program.  This 
program is co-run with Drs. Tad and Adriana James and is exclusively 
available only to graduates of this Trainer’s Training program at KOR-
NERSTONE and with Dr. Harry.
165 hours of professional training, self-study and group work for personal 
development and self-reflection 
     12 days, 100 hours of NLP Trainer’s Training
     4 days, 28 hours of Trainer’s Evaluation
     37 hours of individual and group work
Additional benefits for those who enrol early (please contact our 
training consultant to learn more details about the early bird enrolment)
     Attractive discount to enrol for the training 
     One complimentary 1-on-1 success coaching session with Dr. Harry Wong   
     Purchase audio training materials at a highly attractive discount to better prepare for the training
The design of the program allows you to participate in group presentations with your specific areas of 
interests in business, education, therapy and/or personal growth
Upon completion of the program, you will receive a trainer certification with no expiration date

   Mr. Alan Hong,
Senior Vice President, Wealth Manager 

Sun Hung Kai Financial

Ms. Mona Leung,
Business Development Manager 

Nestle Hong Kong Limited 

Ms. Fanny Lui,
Trainer, Asia

electrical appliance company 
Well-known Italian 

“I definitely enjoyed and learnt a lot from this trainer's training program. 
From high quality program design, outstanding training institute, very good 
quality classmates to world-class trainer. Overall comment, one brilliant 
experience! Harry delivered a very professional, top level, more than useful 
program that paths a very important step to my future career life. More than 
what I want to say…thank you very much Harry for all your wonderful      
sharing and teaching. Greatly appreciated.”  

“Believe that I can believe! This is the most unforgettable concept seeding 
in my mind. This course definitely trains me up to become a professional 
trainer. I can say Harry uses his deepest heart to train us all and share all of 
his knowledge and experience with us. This practical, honest ,realistic 
program empowers me to become a professional trainer both for in-house 
purposes and in public. As a mature student, I'm so surprised I still can meet 
a "life mentor" and "NLP Expert" in this trainer’s training. Harry's training 
program helps to empower myself and to learn from others with high quality. 
Even before the training, Harry had improved me with a breakthrough of my 
life within the 1-hour one-on-one coaching session and set a great path for 
a good starting of the training.”

“Although this is a NLP specific trainer program, I have learnt a lot from 
Harry about business coaching and training. Not only the course was of 
such a high quality, all the classmates are of such high caliber. Through the 
facilitation by Harry, we learnt a lot from each other. I not only learnt a lot of 
NLP techniques and knowledge from this course; more so, I have learnt a 
lot more from Harry on how to be a great trainer carrying great passion. I 
realized that this is amongst all, the most important element to be a GREAT 
trainer!”



What pre-requisites do I need to take part in this program?

Training fee:

Previous training in Practitioner Level NLP with ABNLP or equivalent is required
Certification as an NLP Practitioner and Master Practitioner is strongly recommended
A resourceful desire to participate fully in a fun, fast-paced and international learning experience
A strong commitment to do well in all aspects of our NLP Trainer’s Training with satisfactory results
Previous presenting and training experiences to groups is not required but will be highly beneficial
Working knowledge of hypnosis and Time Line Therapy® techniques as taught by certified trainers 
by Dr. Tad James (Audio programs are available for preparation)
All candidates will be screened and/or interviewed by Dr. Harry Wong prior to admission

Training fee: HK$53,800
*This program is available for members of KORNERSTONE only

KORNERSTONE LIMITED
15/F, Hip Shing Hong Centre, 55 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong     
Tel: (852) 2116 3328                               Fax: (852) 2116 3571     
Email: enquiry@kornerstone.com          Website: http://www.kornerstone.com          

How am I going to be evaluated and certified?

A vigorous 4-day evaluation process with a highly structured format approved by ABNLP to formally 
endorse your level of expertise
A written test to attest your technical competence on NLP knowledge
An assessment to ensure that you are able to apply different NLP skills and methodologies to design, 
organize, deliver and facilitate different NLP training segments and carry out NLP demonstrations
Upon successful completion of the process, you will receive certification as a Certified Trainer of NLP signed 
duly by Dr. Harry Wong, the ABNLP Certified Master Trainer of NLP with no expiration date on it and no 
contract to sign
You are also eligible to apply for membership with ABNLP as a Certified Trainer of NLP

Anyone who desires to present or train in any topic with high impact using NLP
The program is for ones who have the desire to ultimately become ABNLP Certified Master Trainer of NLP 
as they are eligible to enroll into the Master Trainer Program upon completion of this program.  This program 
is co-run with Drs. Tad and Adriana James and is exclusively available only to graduates of this Trainer’s 
Training at KORNERSTONE and with Dr. Harry.
Managers, sales managers, leaders and those who need to work with groups and in teams
NLP Practitioners and Master Practitioners that want to train and board certify others in NLP
Anyone who strongly desires for expanding career options or transiting into the fields of helping and training 
profession (e.g. mental health wellness, leadership, empowerment, coaching, etc.)
Anyone who seeks to empower own self and others in our ever-changing and competitive environment
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Who should attend?
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